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1. Introduction  
The first evidence of carbon nanotubes comes from transmission electron microscope (TEM) 
micrographs published by Radushkevich in 1952 in the Russian Journal of Physical 
Chemistry (Radushkevich, 1952).  However, without the capability to reliably produce, 
characterize, or use these carbon nanotubes little was done besides document their existence 
until 1991.  Iijima effectively rediscovered or introduced carbon nanotubes to the scientific 
community as a by-product of an electric arc discharge method of synthesizing C60 
fullerenes (Iijima, 1991).  Since Iijima published his seminal article in Nature identifying 
multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) in 1991, followed by the more significant 
discovery of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) in 1993, research into the properties 
and applications of carbon nanotubes has flourished.  In 1995, only four years after carbon 
nanotubes were introduced to the scientific community by Iijima, de Heer et al 
demonstrated the field emission capabilities of carbon nanotubes with the fabrication of a 
small electron gun using multi-walled carbon nanotubes (de Heer, 1995).  CNTs have many 
unique physical and electrical properties making them ideal candidates for field emission 
sources.  There are many potential applications for CNT based field emission devices 
ranging from flat panel displays to charge neutralization for electric propulsion on satellites.  
This research effort focuses on the growth of multi-walled carbon nanotubes for field emission.  
The potential applications being considered require that the CNT synthesis method be 
compatible with conventional substrate materials, chiefly silicon, and micro-frabrication 
processes to allow integration with conventional electronic devices.  Of the many documented 
CNT synthesis methods, Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) synthesis occurs at low enough 
temperatures to facilitate silicon substrates.  For this particular study two CVD processes, 
thermal chemical vapor deposition (T-CVD) and microwave plasma enhanced chemical vapor 
deposition (MPE-CVD), are used to produce MWCNT films or carpets. 
The CNT growth process begins with substrate preparation. Each silicon substrate is first 
coated with a barrier layer of titanium or chrome.  This thin film acts as an adhesion layer 
and as a diffusion barrier.  It also facilitates the cathode connection to the CNTs during 
field emission tests.  CNT growth via any CVD method requires a catalyst for the carbon 
atoms to nucleate around.  The transition metals Fe, Ni, Co, and alloys composed of one 
or more of these elements have proven effective as catalyst materials.  For this effort, only 
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sputtered Ni and Fe are considered for catalyst layers.  The catalyst layer must be 
granulated into nanoparticles to facilitate CNT synthesis.  The catalyst is broken into 
nanoparticles by high temperature annealing treatment in the T-CVD process and by a 
hydrogen plasma treatment in the MPE-CVD process.  Both methods are carried out in 
situ and are followed immediately by the CNT synthesis process.  The catalyst material, 
barrier layer, granulation and synthesis processes are varied and the resulting CNTs are 
tested for field emission. 
Characterizing each step of the synthesis process and comparing the field emission 
capabilities of the resulting CNTs as the parameters are changed leads to a fabrication 
process optimized for field emission applications.  The first step in characterizing each 
synthesis process is using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to determine the size and 
spacing of the granulated nanoparticles after the annealing or hydrogen plasma 
pretreatment of the catalyst material.  After CNT synthesis, the carbon nanotubes are 
characterized physically via Raman spectroscopy and SEM imagery.  Raman spectroscopy 
provides a method to determine the quality of the CNTs.  SEM micrographs are used to 
determine CNT areal density, presence of amorphous carbon, and CNT physical 
characteristics such as diameter, length, and alignment.  
Next the field emission properties of the CNTs are characterized to include turn-on electric 
field strength, maximum current density at a fixed electric field strength, current density 
versus electric field strength relationship, and Fowler-Nordheim plot.  Field emission tests 
are performed in a diode configuration under high vacuum.  The CNTs are grounded and 
act as the cathode.  The anode is a copper collector plate located above the CNTs.  The anode 
is swept across a positive voltage range.  The field emission current is measured through the 
anode and the current density is calculated using the area of the sample under test.  The 
current density vs. electric field relationship is collected as the anode voltage is swept across 
the voltage range and displayed in a corresponding graph.  The Fowler-Nordheim plot is 
derived from the Fowler-Nordheim model for field emission from a flat metal plate in a 
vacuum and provides evidence the recorded current density is the result of field emission as 
opposed to thermionic emission.   
All the CNT characterization and field emission data is collected and relationships between 
the quality of the CNT carpet growth and the resulting field emission properties are defined.  
Due to the results of another research effort that indicate a carbon buffer layer may facilitate 
CNT growth, the effects of an additional carbon buffer layer between the barrier and the 
catalyst on CNT quality and field emission is also reported.  Finally, the barrier/catalyst 
combination that makes the best field emission source is determined. 
2. Synthesis of carbon nanotubes 
Since Iijima recognized carbon nanotubes as a by-product of the arc discharge synthesis of 
fullerenes, the method has been refined for the fabrication of carbon nanotubes.  There are 
three main carbon nanotube fabrication categories that have since been developed: 
 Arc discharge synthesis 
 Laser ablation synthesis 
 Thermal synthesis. 
Efforts to produce higher quality, larger quantities, and improve control have yielded a 
myriad of fabrication methods within each of these categories.  The basic physics involved 
in each fabrication method defines the category. 
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2.1 Arc discharge 
Arc discharge synthesis was the first synthesis method used to reliably produce both 
MWCNTs and SWCNTs (Bhushan, 2007).  Arc discharge or electric arc discharge synthesis 
is accomplished by generating plasma between two graphite electrodes using a low voltage, 
high current power supply.  The process occurs in an inert atmosphere of He or Ar with 
pressures ranging from 100 to 1000 torr (O’Connell, 2006).  The plasma contains vaporized 
carbon from the electrodes which then forms carbon nanotubes as it is deposited on the 
cathode and other areas of the reactor.  SWCNTs can only be produced with the addition of 
a metal catalyst, usually added to the anode via a small hole where a catalyst/graphite 
powder mixture is placed.  CNTs produced using the arc discharge synthesis method 
require purification before use due to carbon soot and fullerene by-products. 
2.2 Laser ablation 
Laser ablation or laser vaporization, as the name implies, uses a continuous-wave or pulsed-
wave laser to vaporize a graphite or catalyst metal infused composite graphite target.  The 
process occurs in a quartz furnace at 1200° C with a constant flow of inert gas, He or Ar 
(Tanaka et al, 1999).  Vaporized graphite creates a plume with nanoparticles of the metal 
catalyst which facilitate the growth of SWCNTs.  The plume containing the carbon 
nanotubes and various by-products is swept through the furnace by the inert gas and 
collected via condensation on a cooled copper (Cu) collector.  Again, the presence of carbon 
by-products makes purification necessary. 
2.3 Thermal synthesis 
Thermal synthesis is a broad category of synthesis methods that rely on thermal energy to 
produce CNTs.  Included in this category is plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition 
(PE-CVD), which is a hybrid of plasma based and thermal based synthesis.  Due to the wide 
variety of options and precise control offered by thermal synthesis, chiefly chemical vapor 
deposition methods; this category has received the most attention from researchers and has 
yielded the most promising results for controlled CNT fabrication.  
CVD in its essence is passing a volatile precursor across a heated substrate to facilitate the 
deposition of thin films.  CVD as a synthesis method could be considered a broad category 
by itself due to the vast number of variations of this simple process that are available.  Two 
CVD methods, thermal CVD and microwave plasma enhanced CVD, are described below 
along with the detailed recipes used for CNT synthesis. 
All CVD methods require a metal catalyst nanoparticle to facilitate the growth of CNTs.  It 
has been shown that the diameter of the resulting CNTs corresponds to the diameter of the 
catalyst nanoparticle (Wong et al, 2005).  The transition metals Fe, Ni, Co, and alloys 
composed of one or more of these transition metals are the primary catalyst materials.  
There are a number of methods for depositing the catalyst on the substrate many of which 
can be easily patterned making it possible to grow CNT arrays at desired locations.  
Common methods include soaking or spin coating the substrate with Fe, Co, or Mo nitrate 
oracetate salt and then drying the sample.  Sputtering or evaporating a thin layer of catalyst 
material on the substrate and then subsequently breaking up the catalyst into nanoparticles 
using a pretreatment consisting either of a high temperature anneal or exposure to a H2 
plasma followed by CNT growth by introducing the carbon feedstock gas.  This method has 
been used extensively and a correlation between the deposited layer thickness and resulting 
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CNT diameters, thicker layers result in larger diameters, has been documented (Garg et al, 
2008; Terranova et al, 2006).  The pretreatment time and power, however, must be 
determined for any given thickness.  Contrary to the relationship between catalyst layer 
thickness and CNT diameter a longer pretreatment time does not always result in smaller 
particle sizes.  Recently, Amana et al. reported that due to Ostwald ripening, pretreatment 
for too long will result in a lower CNT yield (Amama et al, 2009).  Ostwald ripening is a 
phenomenon related to strain energy that results in small particles shrinking and 
disappearing over time while large particles increase in size.  The Ostwald ripening effect 
was also documented in a study of MPE-CVD pretreatment of Ni catalyst where an increase 
in the H2 plasma pretreatment from 5 to 7 minutes resulted in an increase in nanoparticle 
size from 25 nm to 40 nm (Crossley et al, 2010). 
2.3.1 Thermal chemical vapor deposition 
Thermal CVD is the simplest method of chemical vapor deposition.  A T-CVD system, as 
shown in Fig. 1, consists of a furnace, feedstock gasses, and a vacuum pump.  Resistive 
heaters or furnaces operate at temperatures ranging from 500° C to 1200° C in T-CVD 
systems.  A substrate or target with Fe, Ni, Co, or an alloy of these three transition metals on 
the surface is placed in the furnace.  An anneal in a non-volatile gas can be performed to 
form the necessary nanoparticles from thin films of the above mentioned catalyst materials.  
A carbon feedstock gas such as methane (CH4) or carbon monoxide (CO) for SWCNT 
growth or acetylene (C2H2), ethylene (C2H4), or benzene (C6H6) for MWCNT is flowed 
across the target substrate (Geckelar & Rosenburg, 2006).  The gas reacts with the catalytic 
nanoparticles to produce carbon nanotubes. 
CVD synthesis occurs at relatively low temperatures that allow conventional substrates to 
be used, opening up opportunities for integration of CNTs with conventional electronics, 
optoelectronics, and other applications.  With the proper growth conditions, pure CNTs can 
be produced with yield rates as high as 99% (O’Connell, 2006).  Thus no purification or post 
processing is necessary unless the catalyst metal must be removed.   
 
 
Fig. 1. Thermal chemical vapor deposition system. 
2.3.2 T-CVD process 
The quartz chamber and samples are prepared for growth by evacuating the chamber down 
to less than 10 mTorr for 15 minutes; after which an Ar+H2 mix (95% + 5%) is flowed 
through the chamber to remove unwanted contaminates.  The chamber is then evacuated 
again for an additional 15 minutes.  Now that the samples and chamber are prepared, the 
Ar+H2 gas mix is flowed while the chamber pressure is stabilized at approximately 90 Torr 
for the remainder of the entire process.  The sample is anealed at 750° C to form iron nano-
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islands necessary for CNT synthesis.  Next, the growth phase begins with the introduction 
of the carbon feedstock, in this case an Ar+C2H2 (90% + 10%) mix, into the chamber.  
Growth times ranged from 2 - 20 minutes, resulting in MWCNTs measuring from 5 – 30 µm 
in length.  The growth phase is followed by a short clean phase with Ar+H2 flow while the 
chamber temperature is maintained at 750° C.  This removes any weakly bonded residual 
surface carbon contamination from the sample.  Finally, the chamber is cooled to room 
temperature over a 45-60 minute period with a constant flow of the Ar+H2 mixture. 
2.3.3 Plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition 
Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition uses energy from H2 plasma generated from 
a DC, radio frequency (RF), or microwave power supply, to break down the carbon 
feedstock gas and facilitate CNT growth at lower temperatures and pressures than simple 
thermal CVD.  Vertically aligned MWCNTs grown on a silicon substrate at temperatures 
below 330° C by microwave plasma enhanced CVD have been documented (Terranova et al, 
2006).  Typical substrate temperatures range from 400° C to 900° C.  PE-CVD systems are 
capable of growing both SWCNTs and MWCNTs; more importantly these CNTs can be 
patterned, vertically aligned, and grown on a variety of substrates.   
A MPE-CVD system is shown in Fig. 2.  Microwave power, up to 1 kW, is transmitted from 
the generator through a wave guide to a microwave coupler that emits the radiation via the 
antenna into the CVD chamber.  If conditions are correct, the resulting plasma will be 
centered over the substrate and allow for CNT growth over large areas, >10 cm2.  The CNT 
growth and plasma formation are dependent upon a number of controllable variables: the 
microwave power, chamber pressure, gas composition, gas flow, and substrate temperature.  
The ability to precisely control so many of the growth parameters is the key reason that PE-
CVD has become the most researched synthesis method.   
 
 
Fig. 2. Microwave plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition system. 
The pretreatment and growth process, as indicated above, are also dependent upon the gas 
composition, flow rate, and pressure.  PE-CVD systems use relatively low pressures ranging 
from 10 – 300 Torr.  Lower pressures reduce the presence of residual gasses allowing for 
more process control.  Flow rates depend upon the chamber pressure and gas composition, 
but recipes reported in the literature range between 100 sccm and 400 sccm total gas flow 
rate.  The gas flow rate and location of the gas inlet can affect the plasma location within the 
chamber, so an effective flow rate tends to be system specific. 
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Gas composition can also vary greatly from process to process.  Typical pretreatment recipes 
consist of pure H2, or some combination of H2 and Ar.  However, recent studies have 
indicated trace amounts, < 1%, of water (H2O) or nitrogen (N2) can significantly improve 
pretreatment effects resulting in greater density and smaller diameter catalyst particles 
(Amama et al, 2009; Chang et al, 2008).  During growth, the gas composition can be even 
more complex consisting of a carbon feedstock such as, but not limited to, CO, CH4, or C2H4, 
diluted in H2, Ar, N2, He, or some combination.  Many different working compositions are 
possible, but the carbon feedstock gas should be greater than 6% of the gas mixture to 
provide enough carbon stock for CNT growth (Nessim et al, 2008).  Gas compositions 
usually contain between 10% and 40% feedstock gas.  Amorphous carbon, a common 
unwanted by-product, is more reactive than CNTs which has led to the use of trace amounts 
of oxidizers such as oxygen (O2), H2O, and hydroxide (OH) and the use of ethanol 
(C2H5OH) as a feedstock gas with very promising results (O’Connell, 2006). 
2.3.4 MPE CVD process 
The first step in the MWCNT growth process employed for the MPE-CVD system is 
removing as many potential contaminants as possible.  After a substrate is loaded, the 
chamber is evacuated below 10 mTorr.  Then the graphite stage and substrate are heated to 
400º C in a hydrogen atmosphere of approximately 15 Torr.  Once the system has reached a 
steady state, a catalyst pretreatment phase breaks up the catalyst layer into the nano-islands 
necessary for CNT growth.  Pretreatment phase exposes the catalyst layer to a H2 plasma 
induced by 400 W of microwave power for 5 minutes.  The microwave power is terminated 
at the end of the pretreatment phase and the temperature increased to 650º C while 
maintaining the same gas flow and pressure.  The growth phase occurs for 2 minutes at 
650º C, with a hydrogen and methane (CH4) mix, and 1000 W of microwave power.  A 2 
minute growth results in MWCNTs  approximately 2 µm in length.  The hydrogen flow and 
chamber pressure are maintained to facilitate cooling back to room temperature. 
2.4 Carbon nanotube growth mechanisms 
Carbon nanotube growth occurs in one of two places and via one of two methods at each 
location.  The type of growth, gas phase or substrate, depends upon the location of the catalyst 
particle.  When the catalyst and CNT formation occur in the chamber atmosphere, it is gas 
phase growth.  Substrate growth is more common and the type of growth applied in this study. 
It occurs when the catalyst is deposited on the substrate.  Both types of CNT growth rely on 
either surface carbon diffusion or bulk carbon diffusion as the actual growth mechanism. 
Surface carbon diffusion is thought to be the growth mechanism for low temperature 
synthesis methods.  The metal catalyst remains solid throughout the growth process and the 
“cracked” carbon from the feedstock gas diffuses around the particle surface.  The carbon 
nanotube nucleates around the side of the metal particle.  Since there is an abundant source 
of carbon from the feedstock gas, carbon continues to break down on the catalyst, diffuse 
around the particle, and facilitate nanotube growth (O’Connell, 2006). 
In bulk carbon diffusion the catalyst can be either a solid or liquid nano-droplet depending 
on the transition metal and process temperature.  The “cracked” carbon feedstock gas is 
dissolved by the catalyst until saturation at which point a carbon nanotube forms on the 
outer surface.  This is a vapor – liquid – solid transition, where the feed stock gas is broken 
down into a hydrocarbon vapor, then forms a metal-carbon liquid when dissolved by the 
catalyst, and finally transitions to a crystalline carbon solid in the form of a nanotube. 
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Substrate growth through surface carbon diffusion is the most likely growth type and 
mechanism for CVD methods.  This stems from the goals of most CVD growth methods 
which is to keep the temperature low to facilitate more substrate options and the use of 
deposited catalysts for controlled growth.  Regardless of the growth mechanism substrate 
growth can occur at either end of the nanotube.  If the stiction of the catalyst particle to the 
substrate is sufficiently large the particle will stay adhered to the substrate and the CNT will 
form by base growth.  Tip growth occurs when the catalyst particle has insufficient stiction.  
In this case, the CNT adheres to the substrate and the catalyst forms the tip of the growing 
CNT.  Fig. 3 illustrates both substrate growth conditions.  While both base and tip growth 
can be observed with SWCNT and MWCNT fabrication, tip growth is dominant in 
MWCNTs and base growth is dominant in SWCNTs.  This is largely due to the forces 
exercised on the catalyst nanoparticle at the time of growth; SWCNTs cannot overcome the  
stiction of the catalyst while typically MWCNTs can.  Base growth in MWCNTs is often 
observed if the catalyst nanoparticles are patterned or formed as a function of deposition as 
these particles have a significantly higher stiction than nanoparticles formed by a 
granulation process. Tip growth is expected for all cases in this effort due to the catalyst 
pretreatment methods used to create the nanoparticle nucleation sites. 
 
 
Fig. 3. Carbon nanotube tip and base growth from a substrate. 
In theory, CNT growth should be capable of continuous growth as long as the feedstock 
carbon gas is supplied.  In reality, there are a number of conditions that can occur and 
impede or prematurely terminate the growth process.  Growth can only occur at the 
catalyst; base growth can be slowed and even stopped due to slow or loss of diffusion of 
carbon down to the nanoparticle.  The carbon feedstock gas can supply an over abundance 
of carbon causing the deposition of amorphous carbon which then coats the catalyst and 
subsequently impedes and ultimately stops CNT growth.  Occasionally, the catalyst can 
form graphitic shells instead of a carbon nanotube which will block access to more carbon 
ending the growth process.  These are causes of poor growth conditions and can usually be 
avoided by appropriately adjusting the growth parameters. 
3. Carbon nanotube field emission 
CNTs have many unique properties ideal for field emission such as narrow diameters, high 
aspect ratios, high temperature stability, good conductivity, and structural strength.  Carbon 
nanotubes make excellent electron emitters, not because of a low work function, but due to 
the extremely high local electric field that forms at the small diameter tips.  Single walled 
CNTs have diameters from 0.6 nm to 1.4 nm and multi-walled CNTs can range from 12 nm 
to more than 100 nm in diameter.  Both types of CNTs can range from tens of nanometers to 
microns and even millimeters in length resulting in incredible aspect ratios.  The resulting 
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focus of the electric field at the tips of the CNTs is often referred to as the electric field 
enhancement factor.  Previous research as summarized by Bonard et al has shown multi-
walled CNTs to be more robust emitters than single walled CNTs (Bonard et al, 2001).  Thus, 
only multi-walled CNTs are grown in this field emission effort.  While the conductivity of 
single walled CNTs can be metallic or semiconducting depending on the nanotube 
structure, all multi-walled CNTs are considered metallic conductors because some of the 
nested nanotubes making up the multi-wall CNT will be metallic.  This makes attempts to 
control or consider the chirality or type of CNTs grown unneccessary; another benefit of 
using MWCNTs for field emission instead of SWCNTs. 
Potential commercial applications are the driving forces behind CNT field emission 
research.  Different applications lead to different requirements, however, there are a few 
figures of merit that can be used to assess the relative quality of a CNT emitter.  Current 
density is the value most often given when reporting results of CNT field emission research.  
Current density without knowing the associated electric field is of little use.  The area used 
to calculate current density is also important.  The current density from a single CNT can be 
remarkably high, basing the potential emission from an array of nanotubes on a single CNT 
has led to current density predictions as unfathomably high as 107 A/cm2 (Zhu et al, 1999).  
But, due to screening effects, getting every CNT in a large area to emit electrons has proven 
to be a much more difficult task making current density measuremtents of individual CNTs 
useless in predicting the field emission from large areas of CNTs.   
Other important parameters that aid in comparing results are the turn-on field, Eto; the 
electric field enhancement factor, β; and the total current density at a high electric field 
strength.  The turn on field, much like diodes and transistors, is the field required to achieve 
a given current density.  A current density of 1 µA/cm2 is used to determine Eto.  The 
enhancement factor is a measure of the increase in the localized electric field at the CNT 
emission site compared to the macro electric field of the system.  An explanation and the 
method of calculating β from measured data is detailed below in Section 3.2. 
CNT field emission is achieved with a diode configuration, shown in Fig. 4, where the CNTs 
act as the cathode emitters and a copper collector plate serves as the anode.  The diode 
configuration is often used for its simplicity and to characterize the field emission properties 
of unpatterned CNT carpets.  Field emission using this configuration often requires high 
voltages to establish the necessary electric fields, due to the relatively large distance, d, 
between cathode and anode. 
 
 
Fig. 4. Diode configured field emission schematic. 
In his seminal publication, de Heer estimated a mere 0.1 % of the total CNTs were emitting (de 
Heer et al, 1995).  They concluded only a tiny fraction of CNTs was sharp enough to be 
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efficient emitters.  Since then, the phenomenon has been attributed to electrostatic screening 
effects (Leonard, 2008).   As the number of CNTs in the emission area increases the space 
between them decreases limiting the electric field penetration around the CNTs.  This limited 
field penetration, in turn, reduces the localized electric field enhancment significantly.  2D 
electrostatic simulations of field penetration between CNTs, visualized in Fig. 5, resulted in a 
60% reduction in the localized electric field of nanotubes separated by 50 nm compared to a 
single CNT (Crossley et al, 2009).  A uniform dense growth of CNTs effectively becomes the 
equivalent of a flat surface negating many of the advantages carbon nanotubes offer as a field 
emission source.  Many optimized separation distances have been proposed for ideal CNT 
field emission ranging from a separation equal to the CNT height to a separation 5 times the 
CNT height, however it is widely accepted that some separation is necessary to reduce 
screening effects for efficient field emission (Nilsson et al, 2000; Smith & Silva, 2009; Suh et al, 
2002).  When unpatterned CNT carpets are grown, as is the case for this current study, the 
process of granulating the catalyst layer can be adjusted to affect the resulting nano-particles 
size and areal density.  Both of which can have significant effects on field emission properties. 
 
  
(a)   (b) 
Fig. 5. Electrostatic field penetration for (a) Single CNT and (b) CNTs with 50 nm spacing. 
3.2 Fowler-Nordheim plot and field enhancement 
The Fowler-Nordheim (FN) model describes the current or current density obtained from 
electrons tunneling through a metal-vacuum potential barrier at 0 K.  Other conditions for 
the Fowler-Nordheim model include tunneling from a flat metal surface; the metal or 
emitter is modeled as a free electron gas; and the potential barrier height is independent of 
the applied voltage (Leonard, 2008).  Although the actual potential barrier is a combination 
of the image force potential and the external force potential; a simplifying triangular barrier, 
shown in Fig. 6, is adequate for the approximations used to derive the Fowler-Nordheim 
plot. 
 
Fig. 6. Fowler-Nordheim triangular potential barrier approximation. 
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The simplified FN equation  for current density from field emission is shown below. 
 
3/2
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Where current density, J, is in A/cm2, a and b are constants of 1.54 x 10-6 AV-2eV and 
6.83 x 107 eV-3/2Vcm-1, t(y) and ǖ(y) are tabulated functions, F is the applied electric field, and 
Ǘ is the work function.  The function t(y) is close to and so often set equal to unity.  The 
Nordheim function, ǖ(y), varies significantly; however, in what is considered an improper or 
gross simplification ǖ(y) is also commonly set to unity (Paulini et al, 1993). 
The applied field is adjusted to account for the sharp tip of carbon nanotubes by including a 
field enhancement factor β.  The field enhancement factor takes into account the microscopic 
or localized field at the emitter tip.  Electric field lines concentrate at the area of small radius 
of curvature resulting in much higher localized field potentials.  The applied field F, is 
considered a uniform field such as between two parallel plates and is defined defined as: 
 
V
F
d
  (2) 
where V is the applied voltage and d is the separation distance as shown in Fig. 6.  The 
inclusion of the enhancement factor gives the localized field shown in Equation (3). 
 Local
V
F
d
  (3) 
Field enhancement for field emitting CNTs has a wide range of reported values from 1000 to 
8000 and even as high as 26000 (Chhoker et al, 2007; Seelaboyina et al, 2008).  Issues with 
determining field enhancement will be discussed below.   
Including the simplifications mentioned above, the field enhancement factor, and converting 
from current density to current by including the total emission area the following FN 
current relationship is obtained:  
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where S is the emitting surface area in cm2.  By dividing by V2 and taking the natural log 
Equation (4) takes the form: 
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 (5) 
Equation (5) is easily recognized as the equation of a line for ln(I/V2) as a function of 1/V.  
Thus, FN field emission can be shown if a line results from plotting measurements of 
emission current as a function of the applied voltage in the form ln(I/V2) versus 1/V.  This 
is often referred to as a Fowler-Nordheim plot--see Fig. 7 as an example--and is used to 
demonstrate field emission as opposed to thermionic emission. 
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Fig. 7. Fowler-Nordheim Plot of MPE-CVD grown CNT samples with linear trendline. 
The slope of the FN plot, given in Equation (6), can be used to determine the field 
enhancement factor, β.  There is one caveat to this method of calculating the enhancement 
factor: the work function of the CNTs must also be known.  There have been several 
methods employed to measure the work function of CNTs.  Ultraviolet photoemission 
spectroscopy was used to measure the work function of SWCNT bundles at 4.8 eV, while 
other reported values have ranged from 4.3 eV to 5.7 eV  (Suzuki et al, 2000).  Xu et al used a 
transmission electron microscope with a unique tungsten needle sample holder to measure 
the work function of individual MWCNTs grown via MPE-CVD.  The measurements 
indicated differences in the physical structure at the tube tips caused variations in the work 
functions from 4.51 eV to 4.78 eV (Xu et al, 2005).  Only MWCNTs are considered in this 
study as well, so a work function of 4.65 eV is used in all calculations.  Thus, for MWCNT 
samples #1 and #2 shown in Fig. 7 the resulting field enhancement factors are 2390 and 3460 
respectively.  A higher β is indicative of more efficient field emission.  The increased 
localized electric field results in field emission at lower applied voltages. 
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   (6) 
With all the assumptions and simplifications listed, it is obvious the FN model is not 
accurate for field emission from CNT tips.  However, many experimental and theoretical 
efforts to develop an accurate model have yet to produce a conclusive result; while the FN 
relationship given above has been proven experimentally to be a good fit for I-V 
characteristics of CNT emitters of all kinds (Leonard, 2008).  The sheer number of methods 
and processes used to achieve emission and the often seemingly contradictory results of 
different research efforts have made a functional model for electron emission from carbon 
nanotubes a difficult and elusive task. 
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4. Substrate preparation 
A low resistivity Si substrate is prepared by first depositing a barrier layer and then the 
catalyst material. A low resistivity barrier layer provides an adhesion layer, electric contact, 
and diffusion barrier preventing the formation of silicides.  Previous research has indicated 
that the barrier layer material can significantly affect the granulation process (Crossley et al, 
2010).  Thus, the barrier material and thickness can have significant effects on CNT growth.  
Studies show that barriers such as silicon dioxide and aluminum oxide produce high yields 
of CNTs, but due to their insulating nature they were not considered for use as barrier 
layers in this study.  Instead conductive barriers of titanium and chromium that meet all the 
above barrier layer requirements were used.  One set of wafers had a 20 nm layer of 
sputtered amorphous carbon deposited on the barrier layers to determine if the carbon layer 
would promote more uniform CNT growth and limit possible adverse effects caused by 
different thicknesses and types of barrier materials.  Silicon wafers were sputtered with Ti or 
Cr barriers of 25 nm and 100 nm followed by iron catalyst layers of 2 nm and 10 nm.  The 
100 nm thick barriers were used to provide better electrical conduction for field emission 
and further micro-fabrication processes planned for future research.  Two catalyst 
thicknesses were used because there is a strong correlation between the thickness of the 
catalyst layer, the size of the nano-particles after granulation, and the diameter of the 
resulting CNTs (Crossley et al, 2010; Wong et al, 2005).  All wafers prepared as described 
above were used in the T-CVD process.  CNTs grown by MPE-CVD used a 20 nm titanium 
barrier with a 10 nm nickel catalyst layer determined through a previous research effort 
(Crossley et al, 2010). 
5. Results 
Identical sets of samples cleaved from wafers prepared as described in Section 4 were 
processed in two separate manners.  The first set of samples was only processed through the 
granulation of the catalyst, the anneal for T-CVD and the hydrogen plasma pretreatment for 
MPE-CVD described in Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.4 respectively.  The samples were cooled, 
removed, and the resulting nano-islands imaged by SEM.  Due to the anneal temperature 
and required cooling time the nano-islands imaged will not be identical to the samples 
which proceed directly from anneal to CNT growth.  However, analysing the size and areal 
density of the catalyst nano-islands provides a good indication of the resulting diameter and 
density of CNTs. 
The second set of samples was processed through both granulation and growth phases of 
each CVD method.  The resulting multi-walled CNT carpets were characterized by Raman 
spectroscopy and imaged by SEM to determine their quality.  After this characterization of 
CNT quality, the field emission properties of the CNT carpets were measured in a custom 
built field emission test chamber.  Correlating the field emission properties with CNT 
characterization provided insight into what properties of the CNT carpets are key to making 
the most efficient and effective field emission devices. 
5.1 CNT characterization 
Raman spectroscopy is the first step in characterizing the CNT carpet samples.  Raman 
spectroscopy is a light scattering technique where an excitation laser is focused on the 
material of interest and the interaction of the light photon with the material results in a 
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small amount of light scattering at a slightly different frequency.  This slight shift in 
frequency is called a Raman shift and provides a unique finger print of the material.  Raman 
spectroscopy has been used for decades to identify carbon materials; and more recently has 
been shown capable of providing a myriad of information about carbon nanotubes such as 
doping, defects, diameter, chirality, and curvature (Dresselhaus et al, 2010).   
 
 
(a)     (b) 
Fig. 8. Raman shift with D, G, and G‘ peaks labeled; (a) good quality or low defect 
MWCNTs grown by T-CVD and (b) poor quality or defect prone MWCNTs grown by 
MPE-CVD.  
Raman spectroscopy was performed using a 532 nm green excitation laser.  CNTs have a 
Raman shift with three primary peaks of interest, D-band, G-band, and G’-band, that can be 
used to determine the CNT carpet quality (DiLeo et al, 2007).  The G-band peak is located at 
approximately 1580 cm-1 and is a result of ordered C--C bonds, indicative of defect free 
graphene and carbon nanotubes.  The D-band, approximately 1350 cm-1, is a disorder 
induced peak caused by defects in the carbon structure.  A relative determination of CNT 
quality can be found by comparing the ratio of the D-band intensity (ID) over the G-band 
intensity (IG).  The G’-band, approximately 2700 cm-1, is dispersive but it is the result of a 
double resonance process and is also very prevalent in Raman shift data for graphene.  
DiLeo et al propose that in MWCNTs disorder or defects will reduce this double resonance 
process decreasing the G’ peak intensity providing a more accurate indication of CNT 
quality from the ratio of the G’ peak intensity (IG’) over ID (DiLeo et al, 2007).  The ratio, 
IG’/IG, was also recorded to determine any correlation with field emission properties.  
Raman spectroscopy by itself does not provide a complete picture of carbon nanotube 
quality.  SEM images are also necessary to determine the areal density, presence of 
amorphous carbon, and physical characteristics of the CNTs. 
Fig. 8 (a) shows the Raman shift of T-CVD grown CNTs from 10 nm of  Fe catalyst on a 
100 nm Ti barrier with the D, G, and G’ peaks labelled.   The ID/IG and IG’/ID ratios, 0.47 and 
2.52 respectively, represent the best quality MWCNTs of all the different catalyst/barrier 
combinations considered.  Fig. 8 (b) is the Raman shift of MWCNTs grown by MPE-CVD 
and as is common for CNTs grown in this manner the D peak intensity is much greater than 
the G peak.  The high D peak intensity is from first order dispersion effects caused by 
defects in the CNTs.  These same defects prevent the secondary double resonance dispersion 
effects that cause the G’ peak, which is correspondingly low.  With ID/IG and IG’/ID ratios of 
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1.58 and 0.1, these MWCNTs are the poorest quality of all the different catalyst/barrier 
combinations considered for both growth methods, T-CVD and MPE-CVD.  However, as 
mentioned above, Raman spectroscopy provides a relative measure of the quality of the 
CNTs, but SEM imagery is required to complete the characterization of the CNTs. 
 
  
(a)           (b) 
Fig. 9. SEM micrograph of MWCNT growth by (a) T-CVD from 10 nm Fe catalyst on a 
100 nm Ti barrier and (b) MPE-CVD from 10 nm Ni catalyst on a 20 nm Ti barrier. 
SEM micrographs of the above two samples, the highest and lowest quality CNT samples 
per Raman spectroscopy, are shown in Fig. 9.  The T-CVD sample in Fig 9 (a) has sparse 
CNT growth with large amounts of amorphous carbon deposited on the substrate surface.  
Also, the diameter of the CNTs varies widely from ~20 – 100 nm.  While the CNTs that are 
present may have few defects, the overall quality of the CNT carpet is poor due to the low 
areal density, amorphous carbon deposits, and diverse diameters.  The MPE-CVD sample in 
Fig. 9 (b) is a dense CNT carpet with no visible amorphous carbon deposits and much more 
uniform CNT diameters at approximately 50 nm and lengths of 1 – 2 µm.  The 500 nm scale 
inset shows a close up view of the MWCNTs.  The bright spots at the CNT ends are caused 
by catalyst particles that facilitated tip growth and now form a cap or plug at the CNT tip.  
These CNTs are riddled with growth defects, but the CNT carpet is much better quality than 
the sparse growth in Fig. 9 (a). 
Table 1 below lists the Raman shift intensity ratios and SEM based qualitative assessment of 
CNT growth for all catalyst/barrier combinations.  The chrome barrier of both 25 and 100 
nm thicknesses performed poorly.  Two combinations, Cr-100/Fe-2 nm and Cr-100/C-
20/Fe-2 nm, did not grow CNTs.  In Fig. 10 the SEM micrograph of the catalyst after the 
anneal and growth process revealed poor granulation with the expected nano-islands 
spanning hundreds of nanometers instead of the desired 25 - 50 nm.  The Cr-100/Fe- 13 nm 
sample grew a sparse CNT carpet with CNT diameters in excess of 100 nm putting them 
closer to carbon fibers rather than carbon nanotubes.  The addition of 20 nm of carbon 
improved the anneal process.  The Cr-100/C-20/Fe-10 nm sample showed an improvement 
over the Cr-100/Fe-10 nm sample in both D/G and G’/D intensity ratios and the CNT 
diameters were reduced to less than 100 nm.   
The 25 nm chrome samples had poor overall CNT carpets.  The Cr-25/Fe-10 nm sample was 
almost identical to the Ti-100/Fe-10 nm sample shown in Fig. 9 (a), sparse growth of low 
defect CNTs with large deposits of amorphous carbon.  The addition of 20 nm of carbon had 
little effect, improving the Raman shift intensity ratios slightly in the Cr-25/C-20/Fe-2 nm 
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case and making the D/G and G’/D intensity ratios slightly worse for the Cr-25/C-20/Fe-
10 nm case.  In both cases there was no appreciable difference in the SEM micrographs 
between the carbon and no carbon buffer layer combinations. 
 
Barrier Layer Type & 
Thickness (nm) 
Catalyst 
(nm) 
D/G G'/G G'/D 
Areal 
Density 
Overall 
Growth 
Chrome 
100 13 0.69 0.82 1.20 Low Poor 
100 2 No CNT Growth 
25 10 0.48 1.11 2.31 Low Poor 
25 2 0.88 0.72 0.82 Medium Poor 
Chrome & 
Carbon 
100 & 20 10 0.60 1.09 1.82 Medium Good 
100 & 20 2 No CNT Growth 
25 & 20 10 0.54 1.19 2.19 Low Poor 
25 & 20 2 0.81 0.89 1.10 Medium Poor 
Titanium 
100 10 0.47 1.19 2.53 Low Poor 
100 2 0.56 0.95 1.71 Low Poor 
25 10 0.48 0.99 2.06 Medium Good 
25 2 0.90 0.86 0.96 Medium Good 
Titanium & 
Carbon 
25 & 20 10 0.48 1.09 2.26 Low Poor 
25 & 20 2 1.09 0.69 0.63 Medium Poor 
MPE-CVD #1 Ti 20 Ni 10 1.26 0.20 0.16 High Good 
MPE-CVD #2 Ti 20 Ni 10 1.58 0.15 0.09 High Good 
Table 1. Raman shift peak intensity ratios and SEM based qualitative assessment of CNT 
growth for all catalyst/barrier combinations. 
 
 
Fig. 10. SEM micrograph of the Cr-100 nm/Fe-20 nm sample after anneal and growth 
processes. 
All titanium barrier combinations produced CNT carpets; although the 100 nm titanium 
samples had anneal issues that resulted in low defect CNTs with poor overall CNT carpet 
growth as discussed above and shown in Fig. 9 (a).  The 25 nm titanium barrier proved most 
effective for growing MWCNT carpets.  The Ti-25/Fe-10 nm sample, shown in Fig. 11, 
produced a medium to high density, low defect CNT carpet with little to no amorphous 
carbon and fairly uniform diameters.  The Ti-25/Fe-2 nm carpet had a lower areal density 
with more CNT defects as evidenced by the Raman shift ratios.  Adding the carbon thin film 
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had little effect on the Raman shift characteristics and made the overall CNT carpets less 
dense with more amorphous carbon deposits; for the Ti-25/C-20/Fe-10 nm case the amount 
of amorphous carbon was significantly increased. 
 
  
Fig. 11. SEM micrographs of CNT carpet grown by T-CVD on Ti-25/Fe-10 nm sample. 
Using thermal CVD, the 25 nm Ti is clearly the most effective barrier with the Ti-25/Fe-
10 nm sample producing the cleanest, defect free CNT carpets out of all the barrier/catalyst 
combinations.  The 100 nm Ti and both Cr barrier thicknesses have different thermal 
properties that will require extensive study to determine an appropriate anneal process for 
each barrier/catalyst combination to achieve catalyst nano-islands conducive to CNT 
synthesis.  The addition of sputtered carbon as a buffer between the barrier and the catalyst 
did not reduce the effects of changes to the barrier, but rather added another change to the 
thermal properties during the anneal process.  The addition of carbon on the chrome barrier 
improved the anneal process and subsequent CNT growth.  However, the carbon layer 
degraded the overall quality of the CNT carpet growth when added to the Ti barrier.   
 
  
Fig. 12. SEM micrographs of CNTs grown by T-CVD for 2 minutes on Ti-25/Fe-10 nm. 
The MPE-CVD grown CNT carpets are defect prone, but have no discernable amorphous 
carbon and have the highest areal density.  MPE-CVD also offers precise control of the CNT 
growth conditions in the MPE-CVD process making it possible to achieve CNT carpets with 
uniform lengths.  The CNT carpets of the two samples considered are approximately 2 µm 
in length.  The short length is necessary for future integration into gated field emission 
devices.  The T-CVD process does not have as much control over the growth conditions of 
the CNTs.  Fig. 12 shows a Ti-25/Fe-10 nm sample with a CNT carpet from a 2 minute 
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growth.  The CNTs are less dense than the 20 minute growth shown in Fig. 11, but still are in 
excess of 10 µm in length with many exceeding 15 µm.  Integration of CNTs grown by T-
CVD into gated field emission devices is unlikely until the lack of uniformity and control of 
the CNT lengths is resolved. 
5.2 Field emission 
After CNT characterization with Raman spectroscopy and SEM imagery, the CNT carpets 
were tested for field emission in a diode configured test chamber similar to the schematic 
shown in Fig. 4.  The chamber is evacuated to less than 1x10-6 torr before field emission 
testing.  The total current is measured on both the supply and ground side of the device 
under test to detect any potential leakage currents.  A complete test run consists of 
increasing the extraction voltage in 10 V increments, equates to ~0.05 V/µm, from zero up to 
a preset voltage.  At each voltage, after a pause for the system to reach a steady state, 100 
measurements are taken at 0.01 s intervals and averaged before proceeding to the next 
voltage increment.  After reaching the preset voltage, the process is reversed and 
measurements are taken as the voltage steps back down to zero.  The initial preset voltage is 
700 V or ~3 V/µm.  However, if at any point during the test damage occurs to the CNTs, 
determined by visual arching at the CNT carpet or by sudden current spikes, the test is 
immediately terminated and the highest voltage measured is recorded as the maximum for 
the device under test.  If a device is tested to 700 V with little or no field emission measured, 
the set voltage is increased for further testing.  The system maximum voltage is 5000 V or 
~23 V/µm.  The highest electric field applied for this effort was 5.34 V/µm.  Increasing the 
electric field strength too far damages the CNTs and causes permanent degradation in field 
emission performance. 
 
 
Fig. 13. Field emission current density plot for selected samples from Table 2. 
The collected field emission data displayed in Fig. 13 visually identifies the strong field 
emission performers.  The measurements are collected as current and matching voltage.  
The total field emission area is determined by measuring the sample area under the collector 
plate during the field emission tests using a set of precision callipers.  The electric field is 
calculated simply by dividing the applied voltage by the distance, d, between the device 
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under test and the collector plate (d = 215 µm).  The field emission vs electric field plot 
should be an exponentially increasing curve if field emission is the current source.  All of the 
samples shown in Fig. 13 demonstrate this exponential trait. The Ti-25/Fe-10 nm sample 
identified in Section 5.1 as the best overall CNT carpet sample clearly stands out as the best 
performer.  The field emission test results are used to determine field emission properties or 
metrics for each sample.  The turn-on electric field is the electric field strength required for a 
sample to reach a current density of 1 µA/cm2.  As described above, the maximum current 
density achieved without damaging the CNT carpet and the corresponding electric field was 
also collected.  The raw current vs voltage data was used to create Fowler-Nordheim Plots, 
ln(I/V2) versus 1/V, for each sample as derived in Section 3.2.  A linear Fowler-Nordheim 
plot is indicative of field emission.  The Fowler-Nordheim plots for selected samples are 
contained in Fig. 14.  Least squares linear regression was used to determine the slope, m, of 
the linear plots so the field enhancement factor, β, could be calculated using (7). 
 
3
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   (7) 
Where b = 6.83 x 107 eV-3/2Vcm-1, d = 2.15x10-4 cm, and Ǘ = 4.65 eV.  All the field emission 
metrics are listed for each processed barrier/catalyst combination in Table 2.   
As mentioned above, the Ti-25/Fe-10 nm sample immediately jumps out as the best field 
emission source with the highest β, lowest turn-on electric field, and the highest total current 
density with the lowest electric field.  Excellent field emission from the CNT carpet with the 
best qualities is a reassuring result.  However, the improvement in field emission from 
adding the carbon buffer to the chrome barrier is astounding.  The Cr-100/Fe-13 nm sample 
had extremely large diameter CNTs to the point of being considered carbon fiber more than 
carbon nanotubes.  The field emission from these samples was also poor with a total current 
density of only 0.13 mA/cm2.   
 
 
Fig. 14. Fowler-Nordheim plot for selected samples from Table 2. 
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The Cr-100/C-20/Fe-10 nm sample on the other hand demonstrated a 30% reduction in 
turn-on voltage and a 100x increase in maximum current density.  The same is true for the 
25 nm chrome barrier layers.  While the addition of the carbon buffer did not have a 
significant effect on the characteristics of the CNT carpets showing moderate improvement 
in the Raman shift for the Cr-25/C-20/Fe-2 nm sample and a moderate degradation for the 
other sample, the improvements to the field emission properties are striking.  Both samples 
saw a 20% reduction in turn-on electric field strength, 2.5x and 6x increases in maximum 
current density, and corresponding increases in the field enhancement factor.  The carbon 
buffer layer clearly has a positive interaction with the chrome barrier that enhances field 
emission.   
Much like the results on the CNT characteristics, the carbon buffer on the 25 nm titanium 
barrier layer degraded the field emission properties to include lower field enhancement 
factors, higher turn-on electric fields, and lower maximum current densities.  The maximum 
current density between the Ti-25/Fe-2 nm and Ti-25/C-20/Fe-2 nm samples decreases 
from 9.25 mA/cm2 to 2.63 mA/cm2 at essentially the same electric field strength.  As clearly 
as the carbon buffer improved the field emission properties of the chrome barrier samples, it 
degraded the field emission properties of the titanium barrier samples. 
 
Barrier Layer Type & 
Thickness (nm) 
Catalyst 
(nm) 
Beta 
Turn-on 
E-field 
(V/µm) 
Max Current 
Density 
(mA/cm2) 
Max E-field 
(V/µm) 
Chrome 
100 13 4660 2.09 0.13 3.72 
100 2 No CNT Growth 
25 10 3110 2 3.52 4.65 
25 2 3630 1.95 0.34 4.19 
Chrome & 
Carbon 
100 & 20 10 4870 1.49 12.30 4.14 
100 & 20 2 No CNT Growth 
25 & 20 10 5430 1.58 8.71 4.65 
25 & 20 2 4150 1.58 2.05 3.72 
Titanium 
100 10 6780 1.63 0.30 3.26 
100 2 3130 2.23 3.99 5.12 
25 10 8640 0.70 13.34 1.40 
25 2 8020 0.93 9.25 2.37 
Titanium & 
Carbon 
25 & 20 10 6070 0.88 12.94 2.33 
25 & 20 2 6130 1.07 2.63 2.33 
MPE-CVD #1 Ti 20 Ni 10 2390 2.78 0.82 5.34 
MPE-CVD #2 Ti 20 Ni 10 3460 2.22 0.95 4.56 
Table 2. Field emission data for all combinations of barrier/catalyst samples. 
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Field emission from the MPE-CVD samples does not compare well with the T-CVD samples.  
The MPE-CVD carbon nanotubes have a much higher areal density and are much shorter in 
length at 2 µm.  Both of these factors increase screening effects reducing field emission.  The 
controlled growth using MPE-CVD makes patterned and gated or triode configured field 
emission devices more feasible.   
6. Conclusion 
In this phase of a continuing research effort to develop CNT field emission devices, a study 
of the effects of Ni and Fe catalyst layers deposited on Ti and Cr diffusion barriers has been 
used to determine an optimum combination for effective field emission from CNTs 
produced via both T-CVD and MPE-CVD.  As expected, thicker catalyst layers resulted in 
larger nano-particles after the anneal or pretreatment granulation process causing more 
amorphous carbon deposits as shown in SEM images.  Raman spectroscopy was used to 
characterize the quality of the CNTs.  The G’/G ratio was calculated as another possible 
metric that could relate Raman shift characteristics to field emission.  Since no relationship 
was evident and there is no evidence that the G’/G ratio is helpful in determining CNT 
quality, the G’/G ratio was determined to be an unnecessary calculation for future 
endeavors.   
This study showed that sputtered Fe catalyst films on thin barrier layers (25 nm) of Ti 
facilitate excellent CNT growth by T-CVD with superior CNT field emission properties, 
specifically, lower turn-on electric fields and much higher field emission current densities 
than any other combination of barrier and catalyst via either growth method.  There was not 
a clear correlation between CNT quality as determined by Raman spectroscopy and CNT 
field emission.  This is attributed to the effects CNT areal density has on field emission.  
When the areal density is extremely high, such as with the CNT carpets grown by MPE-
CVD, screening effects impede field emission.  When the CNT growth is sparse, the lack of 
field emission sources or CNTs impedes field emission.  The best field emission was 
achieved by the Ti-25/Fe-100 sample which had both good Raman shift characteristics and 
qualitatively good or medium areal density. 
The addition of a carbon buffer layer between chrome diffusion barriers and the catalyst 
layer showed some potential for improving the quality of CNT growth and increased field 
emission dramatically.  The lack of CNT synthesis with thicker barrier layers was attributed 
to poor or at least different thermal properties of the thicker metallic barrier which impeded 
the granulation process resulting in incomplete separation of the catalyst nanoparticles 
shown through SEM micrographs.  The lack of good quality CNT carpet growth from any of 
the Cr barrier samples, which are often used successfully in CNT synthesis, is a result of the 
significant impact different barrier layers have on the granulation and growth processes.  
Any changes to the barrier or catalyst will require the development of a specific growth 
recipe. 
While the most successful field emission results were achieved with samples produced by T-
CVD, the MPE-CVD process allows better control and uniformity of the CNT lengths.  The 
shorter length and high areal density of the MPE-CVD CNTs increasing screening effects is 
the primary cause of the lower field emission performance.  However, this same control 
makes integration into electronic devices possible where the less controllable growth of the 
T-CVD process would potentially fail.  Using the controllability of the MPE-CVD process 
gated CNT arrays are being fabricated to achieve field emission at lower voltages. 
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Future research will focus on the interactions of the carbon buffer layer with the catalyst and 
barrier to determine the mechanism or process that drives the field emission improvements 
seen with the chrome barrier samples but not the titanium barrier samples.  The T-CVD 
process will be refined to allow more control over the length and areal density of the CNTs 
for integration into gated devices. 
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